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A lattice Boltzmann model is proposed for solving low Mach number thermal flows with viscous dissipation
and compression work in the double-distribution-function framework. A distribution function representing the
total energy is defined based on a single velocity distribution function, and its evolution equation is derived
from the continuous Boltzmann equation. A lattice Boltzmann equation model with clear physics and a simple
structure is then obtained from a kinetic model for the decoupled hydrodynamic and energy equations. The
model is tested by simulating a thermal Poiseuille flow and natural convection in a square cavity, and it is
found that the numerical results agree well with the analytical solutions and/or the data reported in previous
studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although the lattice Boltzmann equation �LBE� method
has achieved great success in simulating athermal and iso-
thermal fluid flows, its applications for thermohydrodynam-
ics is still not satisfactory. Constructing LBE models for ther-
mal flows remains challenging in the LBE community,
although some efforts have been made from various view-
points. A recent comprehensive review on this topic can be
found elsewhere �1�.

The existing strategies for constructing thermal LBE
�TLBE� models can be classified into three categories, i.e,
the multispeed approach, the double-distribution-function
�DDF� approach, and the hybrid approach. The multispeed
approach is a straightforward extension of the athermal LBE,
in which only the velocity distribution function �VDF� is
used �3–5�; the DDF approach utilizes two different distribu-
tion functions �DFs�, one for the velocity field and the other
for the temperature or internal energy field; the hybrid ap-
proach is similar to the DDF approach except that the energy
equation is solved by different numerical methods �e.g.,
finite-difference or finite-volume methods� rather than by
solving the LBE �1�.

Both the multispeed and DDF approaches have some
limitations �2�. The multispeed models usually suffer from
severe numerical instability and the temperature variation
simulated is limited to a narrow range, and usually results in
a fixed Prandtl number, although some later versions have
overcome this problem �6�. For DDF LBE models, although
they exhibit good numerical stability and an adjustable
Prandtl number �7–23�, most of them �except for those pro-
posed in Refs. �9,13�� take no account of the viscous dissi-
pation and compression work.

The first DDF model that incorporates viscous dissipation
and compression work is attributed to He, Chen, and Doolen
�HCD� �9�, where an additional DF is defined for the fluid

temperature and is derived directly from the moment of the
VDF. This model has attracted much attention since its emer-
gence, and has found applications in a variety of fields
�15–23�. Despite the apparent advantages of the HCD TLBE
model, it is well recognized that this model still suffers from
some deficiencies. For instance, both the LBE for the tem-
perature distribution function �TDF� and the calculation of
the temperature include complicated terms involving tempo-
ral and spatial derivatives of the macroscopic flow variables,
which may introduce some additional errors and do harm to
the numerical stability. Furthermore, in the derivation of the
equilibrium for the TDF, an ad hot regrouping technique was
employed so that some high-order terms could be neglected.
The regrouping is somewhat arbitrary, and different regroup-
ing methods may lead to different equilibria �9,13�. It is
noted that some improved versions have been proposed by
some groups. For instance, a simplified model was derived
by dropping the spatial gradient term in the temperature LBE
for thermal fluids where viscous heat dissipation and com-
pression work are neglected �12�, which is similar to other
DDF LBE models that do not consider the viscous and com-
pression effects on the energy. Recently, Shi et al. proposed
another version by regrouping the Taylor expansions of the
continuous equilibrium for the TDF �13�. Unfortunately, the
complicated spatial gradient terms still exist in the model if
viscous dissipation is included.

In this paper, we aim to propose an alternative TLBE
model, in which viscous dissipation and compression work
are considered in the DDF framework. To this end, we first
introduce a distribution function that represents the total en-
ergy rather than the temperature �or internal energy� as the
second DF in addition to the VDF. Then we construct a ki-
netic equation for the total energy distribution function
�TEDF� based on the kinetic equation for the VDF. Based on
a kinetic model constituted of two kinetic equations �for the
VDF and TEDF, respectively�, a discrete velocity model
�DVM� is proposed by choosing an appropriate discrete ve-
locity set based on a Hermite expansion of the equilibrium
for the VDF and TEDF. Further discretizations of the tempo-
ral and spatial derivatives of the DVM lead to our TLBE. It*Corresponding author. Electronic address: zlguo@hust.edu.cn
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should be noted that, unlike the HCD model, the use of the
TEDF enables the proposed LBE model to be simpler with-
out the complicated spatial gradient terms; and the expansion
of the continuous equilibrium for the TEDF into a series of
tensor Hermite polynomials instead of Taylor series allows
the discrete equilibrium to be determined uniquely.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
the DF for the total energy is introduced and its kinetic equa-
tion is constructed based on the Boltzmann equation. In Sec.
III, a discrete velocity model is developed from the kinetic
equations by expanding the energy DF into a series of tensor
Hermite polynomials and applying the Gauss-Hermit quadra-
ture to the velocity moments of the DF. Section IV presents
the derivation of the thermal LBE model from the DVM by
employing some standard numerical procedures. Numerical
tests of the LBE model are made in Sec. V by simulating
thermal Poiseuille flow and natural convection in a square
cavity, and finally a brief summary is given in Sec. VI.

II. KINETIC MODEL WITH DIFFERENT MOMENTUM
AND ENERGY RELAXATION TIMES

A. Kinetic models of Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook type

In kinetic theory, a monatomic gas is described by the
velocity distribution function f�x ,� , t� of the molecules,
which is defined such that fd� dx is the probability of finding
a molecule moving with velocity � at position x and time t.
The evolution of the VDF is governed by the Boltzmann
equation �24�

�t f + � · �f + a · ��f = � f , �1�

where a is the acceleration, and � f is a collision operator that
satisfies the following conservation laws:

� ��� fd� = 0, �2�

where �= �1,� , ���2�. The original Boltzmann collision op-
erator is a complicated integral that depends on the interpar-
ticle potentials. In practical applications, � f is usually ap-
proximated by some simplified models. One widely used
approximation is the so-called single-relaxation-time or
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook �BGK� model �25�

� f = −
1

� f
�f − f �eq�� , �3�

where � f is the relaxation time, and f �eq� is the local Max-
wellian equilibrium distribution function �EDF� defined by

f �eq���;�,u,T� =
�

�2�RT�D/2 exp�−
�� − u�2

2RT
� , �4�

with D being the spatial dimension and R the gas constant.
The fluid variables in the EDF, i.e., the density �, velocity u,
and temperature T, are defined as the moments of f ,

	
�

�u

D�RT

2

 =	 � f d�

� �f d�

� �� − u�2

2
f d�

 . �5�

Although the BGK model retains the main features of the
original Boltzmann collision operator, it is limited to gases
with a fixed Prandtl number �24�, which has been recognized
as one of the main defects of the model. Some efforts have
been made to overcome the fixed Prandtl number problem of
the BGK model. For instance, one can use the so-called el-
lipsoidal statistical BGK �ESBGK� model where the Max-
well EDF is replaced with an anisotropic Gaussian EDF �26�,
or use a velocity-dependent relaxation time �27�. Alterna-
tively, Wood directly introduced two relaxation times into the
nonequilibrium distribution function after noticing that the
momentum and energy should have different transport time
scales during the collision process �28�.

Recently, He et al. proposed another approach to fix the
Prandtl number problem by introducing a new variable �the
so-called internal energy distribution function� as an �inter-
nal� energy DF,

g =
�� − u�2

2
f . �6�

A BGK-type kinetic equation for g is then constructed based
on the Boltzmann equation �1�, which allows for the energy
having a relaxation time scale different from that of the mo-
mentum transport:

�tg + � · �g = −
1

�g
�g − g�eq�� − fq , �7�

where �g is the relaxation time for the energy transport, and
g�eq� is the corresponding energy EDF defined by

g�eq� =
��� − u�2

2�2�RT�D/2 exp�−
�� − u�2

2RT
� . �8�

The quantity q in Eq. �7� is given by

q = �� − u� · ��tu + � · �u� . �9�

In this model, the density and velocity are still determined by
the moments of the density DF f as Eq. �5�, but the internal
energy 	�DRT /2 is now defined by the energy DF g:

�	 =� g d� . �10�

Through a Chapman-Enskog analysis, He et al. were able to
show that the macroscopic equations derived from Eqs. �1�
and �7� could have a proper Prandtl number given that �g is
chosen appropriately �9�.

In essence, the approach used by the HCD model is iden-
tical to that proposed by Woods where two relaxation times
are used to distinguish the momentum and energy transport
due to particle collisions. The main difference between these
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two approaches lies in the realization of the time scale sepa-
ration: In the method of Woods, the two relaxation times are
directly applied to the first-order approximation of the VDF f
in the Chapman-Enskog expansion, while the HCD model
separates the energy transport from the momentum transport
with two time scales explicitly. It is difficult to construct a
LBE model based on Woods’ method directly since the
Chapman-Enskog expansion cannot be employed in the LBE
explicitly. On the contrary, the HCD model can serve as a
good base for the LBE �9�. However, the term fq in the
kinetic equation for the energy DF of the HCD model makes
the final LBE model contain some terms involving spatial
gradients of both the density and velocity. These terms not
only make the LBE model more computationally expensive
and may do harm to the numerical stability, but also may
lead to some unphysical phenomena in fluid systems contain-
ing large spatial gradients, such as multiphase or multicom-
ponent and microscale flows.

B. Total energy distribution function and its kinetic equation

Unlike the HCD model, which uses the internal energy
distribution function g, here we introduce the following total
energy distribution function:

h =
�2

2
f , �11�

from which the total energy E can be defined as

�E = ��	 +
u2

2
� =� h d� . �12�

The evolution of h can be obtained from the Boltzmann
equation �1� as

�th + � · �h + a · ���h − �f� = �h, �13�

where �h=
2� f /2 is the collision operator characterizing the
energy change during the particle collisions.

The key point for developing a kinetic model based on the
total energy DF h is to specify the collision term �h in Eq.
�13� with sound physics. By noting that the contribution of
�h includes the internal energy part and the mechanical en-
ergy part, we first decompose �h into these two parts:

�h = �i + �m, �14�

where �i= ��−u�2� f /2 is the internal energy part, and

�m = �h − �i = � 
2

2
−

�� − u�2

2
�� f � Z� f

is the mechanical energy part, with Z=� ·u−u2 /2. According
to Woods’ theory �28�, �m should have the same time scale
as that of � f, and therefore we approximate it as

�m = −
Z

� f
�f − f �eq�� . �15�

For the internal energy part, we can approximate it with
another BGK-type model as in the HCD model, i.e., �i
=−�g

−1�g−g�eq��. But such a model will introduce the internal

energy DF g as an auxiliary variable. In order to avoid this
inconvenience, we replace g with h−Zf , and thus obtain the
following BGK-type model:

�i = −
1

�h
��h − h�eq�� − Z�f − f �eq��� , �16�

where �h=�g is the relaxation time characterizing the internal
energy change during the particle collisions, and h�eq�

�
2f �eq� /2 is the corresponding EDF. As such, the final col-
lision operator �h is given by

�h = −
1

�h
�h − h�eq�� +

Z

�hf
�f − f �eq�� , �17�

where

1

�hf
=

1

�h
−

1

� f
.

It is clear that, as �h=� f, the second term of �h vanishes
and the model is identical to the original BGK model. Oth-
erwise, the second term can be viewed as a correction to the
single-relaxation-time model. As will be seen later, without
this term, the model gives incorrect viscous heat dissipation
in the energy equation, although the Prandtl number can be
tuned to be correct.

In summary, we propose the following two-relaxation-
time model for describing a thermal fluid system with a vari-
able Prandtl number:

�t f + � · �f + a · ��f = −
1

� f
�f − f �eq�� , �18a�

�th + � · �h + a · ��h = −
1

�h
�h − h�eq�� +

Z

�hf
�f − f �eq�� + f� · a ,

�18b�

where

f �eq� =
�

�2�RT�D/2 exp�−
�� − u�2

2RT
� , �19a�

h�eq� =
��2

2�2�RT�D/2 exp�−
�� − u�2

2RT
� . �19b�

The fluid variables are defined as

	 �

�u

�E

 =	 � f d�

� �f d�

� h d�

 . �20�

Through the Chapman-Enskog expansion, we can obtain
the following hydrodynamic equations at the Navier-Stokes
level �see Appendix A for details�:

�t� + � · ��u� = 0, �21a�
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�t��u� + � · ��uu� = − �p + � · � + �a , �21b�

�t��E� + � · ��p + �E�u� = � · �� � T� + � · �� · u� + �u · a ,

�21c�

where p=�RT is the pressure, �=��S− �2/D��� ·u�I� �S�

=��u+�u�� is the viscous stress tensor, and the viscosity
and thermal conductivity are given by

� = � fp and � =
�D + 2�R

2
�hp = cp�hp ,

respectively, where cp= �D+2�R /2 is the specific heat coef-
ficient at constant pressure. Using the momentum equation
�21b�, we can deduce the temperature equation from the total
energy equation �21c� as

cv��t��T� + � · ��uT�� = � · �� � T� − p � · u + � · �u ,

�22�

where cv=DR /2 is the specific heat coefficient at constant
volume. The Prandtl number of the system, Pr=�cp /�
=� f /�h, can be made arbitrary by tuning the two relaxation
times. This result is just the same as that of the Woods’
model �28�.

We would like to point out that the above kinetic model
can also be extended to polyatomic gases. In such a case, the
VDF f is also a function of the rotational and/or vibrational
energies that can be either discrete or continuous �27�. In the
continuous case, f can be expressed as f = f�x ,� ,� , t�, where
� is a vector containing K components corresponding to the
internal freedoms. Accordingly, a BGK-type model can be
used to approximate the collision operator �29�:

�t f + � · �f + a · ��f =
1

� f
�f − f �eq�� , �23�

where

f �eq� =
�

�2�RT��D+K�/2 exp�−
�� − u�2 + �2

2RT
� , �24�

and the fluid variables are now defined as

	
�

�u

�D + K��RT

2

 =	 � f d� d�

� �f d� d�

� �� − u�2 + �2

2
f d� d�


 . �25�

By introducing two reduced DFs, f̄ =�f d� and h̄=���2

+�2� /2f d�, we can obtain the following two kinetic equa-
tions from the Boltzmann equation �1�:

�t f̄ + � · � f̄ + a · �� f̄ = −
1

� f
� f̄ − f̄ �eq�� , �26a�

�th̄ + � · �h̄ + a · ��h̄ = −
1

�h
�h̄ − h̄�eq�� +

Z

�hf
� f̄ − f̄ �eq�� + f̄� · a ,

�26b�

where

f̄ �eq� =� feqd� =
�

�2�RT�D/2 exp�−
�� − u�2

2RT
� , �27a�

h̄�eq� =� �2 + �2

2
feqd� =

���2 + KRT�
2�2�RT�D/2 exp�−

�� − u�2

2RT
� .

�27b�

The fluid variables are defined now as

	 �

�u

�E

 =	 � f̄ d�

� � f̄ d�

� h̄ d�

 . �28�

The macroscopic equations derived from the model are the
same as those given in Eq. �21�, but in the energy equation
the specific heats cv and cp include now the contribution
of the rotational and/or vibrational energies, i.e., cv= �D
+K�R /2 and cp= �D+K+2�R /2.

III. THE DISCRETE VELOCITY MODEL

Previous studies have shown that we can derive a LBE
model from a given kinetic model following some standard
procedures �30–32�. In such an approach, a discrete velocity
model is first constructed by discretizing the velocity space
of the continuous kinetic equation into a finite set of discrete
velocities, and then the LBE model is obtained by discretiz-
ing the temporal and spatial derivations of the DVM, using
some standard numerical schemes. The key point for devel-
oping LBE models following this approach lies in the first
step, i.e., the derivation of the discrete velocity set so that the
DVM can match the original kinetic model with sufficient
accuracy. In this section, we will concentrate on this step and
present a DVM for thermal flows based on the kinetic model
proposed in Sec. II.

A. Hermite expansions of the equilibrium
distribution functions

In order to obtain the correct hydrodynamic equations, the
velocity space of the kinetic model must be discretized with
sufficient accuracy, or, in other words, the physical symmetry
of the resulting discrete velocity set should be adequate. To
this end, it has been suggested to expand the EDF f �eq�

around the state at rest under the condition of low Mach
number, either by performing a Taylor series expansion up to
u2 �9,30,31�, or by projecting f �eq� onto the tensor Hermite
polynomial basis in terms of the particle velocity � and up to
the second order �32�. For isothermal flows, both expansions
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give the same results. For thermal flows, however, the two
methods will result in different formulations. In the present
work, we prefer to use the projection method because the
expansion coefficients obtained in this way are just the ve-
locity moments of the distribution function, and the trunca-
tion of higher-order terms do not directly alter the lower-
order moments of the distribution function.

The Hermite expansions of f �eq� and h�eq� given by Eqs.
�27a� and �27b� can be expressed as

f �eq� = ���,T�
n

A�
�n��x,t�

n!
H�

�n���̂� , �29a�

h�eq� = ���,T�
n

B�
�n��x,t�

n!
H�

�n���̂� , �29b�

where

���,T� =
1

�2�RT�D/2 exp�−
�2

2RT
� ,

and �̂=� /�RT; H�
�n� are the nth-order tensor Hermite polyno-

mials. The expansion coefficients in Eq. �29�, A�
�n� and B�

�n�,
are given by

A�
�n� =� f �eq�H�

�n���̂�d�, B�
�n� =� h�eq�H�

�n��fxiˆ �d� .

�30�

As seen in Appendix A, the derivation of the hydrody-
namic equations at the Navier-Stokes level from the kinetic
model proposed in Sec. II requires the zeroth- through third-
order moments of f �eq� and zeroth- through second-order mo-
ments of h�eq�. Therefore, in order to obtain the same equa-
tions at the Navier-Stokes level, it is necessary to keep the
terms up to third order in the Hermite expansion of f �eq�, and
to second order in the expansion of h�eq�. With these coeffi-
cients, the truncated Hermite expansions of f �eq� and h�eq� can
be written as

f �eq�,3�T� = ���,T���1 +
� · u

RT
+

1

2
�� · u

RT
�2

−
u2

2RT

+
� · u

6RT
��� · u

RT
�2

−
3u2

RT
�� , �31�

h�eq�,2�T� = ���,T���E + �p + �E�
� · u

RT
+

p

2
� �2

RT
− D�

+ �p +
�E

2
���� · u

RT
�2

−
u2

RT
�� , �32�

For low Mach flows, the third-order term in f �eq�,3 can be
neglected, and we can use the truncated expansions of f �eq�

and h�eq� up to the second order, i.e.,

f �eq�,2�T� = ���,T���1 +
� · u

RT
+

1

2
�� · u

RT
�2

−
u2

2RT
� ,

�33a�

h�eq�,2�T� = ���,T�p�� · u

RT
+ �� · u

RT
�2

−
u2

RT
+

1

2
� �2

RT
− D��

+ Ef �eq�,2. �33b�

Accordingly, the terms associated with the external force
a in the kinetic model �18�, a ·��f and a ·��h, should also be
projected on to the Hermite basis. The Chapman-Enskog
analysis of the kinetic model �see Eqs. �A10� and �A11� in
Appendix A� indicates that, in order to obtain the exact
Navier-Stokes equations, it is adequate to truncate the Her-
mite expansions of the two terms up to the second order and
first order, respectively. With this in mind, after some stan-
dard manipulations we obtain

a · ��f = − ���,T���� · a

RT
+

�� · a��� · u�
�RT�2 −

a · u

RT
� ,

�34a�

a · ��h = − ���,T��E
� · a

RT
. �34b�

It can be readily verified that the thermohydrodynamic
equations corresponding to the truncated EDFs �33� and the
forcing terms �34� are just the same as those for the original
unexpanded ones after neglecting the terms of O�Ma�3 �Ma
represents the Mach number�.

Here, we would like to point out that if we apply the
Hermite expansion to the internal energy EDF g�eq� in the
HCD model, we can obtain the following truncated expan-
sion up to the second order:

g�eq�,2 = �	������ · u

RT
+

1

2
�� · u

RT
�2

−
u2

2RT
+

�2

DRT
�

= 	f �eq�,2 + �	����� �2

DRT
− 1� , �35�

which is similar to those given in Refs. �9,13� which are
obtained by regrouping the Taylor expansion of g�eq� heuris-
tically.

B. Discretization of the velocity space

The discrete velocity set can be obtained by choosing the
abscissae of a suitable Gauss-Hermite quadrature with the
weight function ��� ,T� so that the required velocity mo-
ments of the truncated f �eq� can be exactly evaluated. How-
ever, it is noted that the temperature appearing in the trun-
cated EDFs is a locally changed variable, which means that
the abscissae of the Gauss-Hermite quadrature are not fixed.
The discrete velocities obtained in this way, say �i�x , t�, will
also depend on the local temperature and may change from
position to position. As such, the resultant DVM cannot be
consistent with the original kinetic model where the continu-
ous particle velocity � is independent of time and space. As a
result, we cannot derive the correct thermohydrodynamic
equations because of the incommutability of �i and the tem-
poral and spatial gradients.

In order to overcome this difficulty, we replace the local
temperature T in the truncated EDFs with a reference tem-
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perature T0, just like the strategy adopted in the HCD model
�9�. With this replacement, the EDFs for the VDF and TEDF
now become

f �eq�,2�T0� = ���,T0���1 +
� · u

RT0
+

1

2
�� · u

RT0
�2

−
u2

2RT0
� ,

�36a�

h�eq�,2�T0� = ���,T0�p0�� · u

RT0
+ �� · u

RT0
�2

−
u2

RT0

+
1

2
� �2

RT0
− D�� + Ef �eq�,2�T0� , �36b�

where ��� ,T0�= �2�RT0�−D/2 exp�−�2 /2RT0� and p0=�RT0.
Accordingly, the local temperature T appearing in the forcing
terms is also replaced with T0:

a · ��f = − ���,T0���� · a

RT0
+

�� · a��� · u�
�RT0�2 −

a · u

RT0
� ,

�37a�

a · ��h = − ���,T0��E
� · a

RT0
. �37b�

But notice that the temperature appearing in the total energy
E is still the local value: E=cvT+ �u�2 /2.

It is easy to verify that the zeroth- and first-order moments
of f �eq�,2�T0� and the zeroth-order moment of h�eq�,2�T0� are
the same as those of the EDFs with the local temperature T
given by Eq. �33�, i.e.,

� f �eq�,2�T0�d� = �, � �f �eq�,2�T0�d� = �u , �38a�

� h�eq�,2�T0�d� = �E . �38b�

The higher moments required in the derivation of the Navier-
Stokes equations, however, are different because of the re-
placement of T with T0:

� 
�
f �eq�,2�T0�d� = �u�u + p0��, �39a�

� 
�

�f �eq�,2�T0�d� = p0�u��� + u��� + u���� ,

�39b�

� 
�h�eq�,2�T0�d� = �p0 + �E�u�, �39c�

� 
�
h�eq�,2�T0�d� = p0�RT0 + E��� + �2p0 + �E�u�u.

�39d�

Based on the two modified EDFs given by Eq. �36�, we
can now determine the discrete velocity set easily from cer-

tain Gauss-Hermite quadratures with the weight function
��� ,T0�. The quadrature should be accurate enough so that
the velocity moments �38� and �39� can be evaluated exactly.
For f �eq�,2�T0�, since the third-order velocity moment needs to
be evaluated accurately in order to obtain the hydrodynamic
equations at the Navier-Stokes order, a Gauss-Hermite
quadrature with at least the fifth degree of precision is re-
quired �notice that f �eq�,2�T0� itself contains second-order
terms of ��. For h�eq�,2�T0�, on the other hand, a Gauss-
Hermite quadrature with at least the fourth degree of preci-
sion is required because the second-order moment needs to
be evaluated exactly in the derivation of the energy equation.
Therefore, a Gauss-Hermite quadrature with the fifth degree
of precision can be chosen to determine the discrete velocity
set for the kinetic model with the modified EDFs �36�. For
the two-dimensional case, we can choose the nine-point
fifth-degree Gauss-Hermite quadrature, which leads to the
following discrete velocities �D2Q9 model�:

ci

=�
�0,0� i = 0,

c�cos��i − 1�
�

2
�,sin��i − 1�

�

2
�� , i = 1,2,3,4,

c�cos��i −
9

2
��

2
�,sin��i −

9

2
��

2
�� , i = 5,6,7,8, �

where c=�3RT0. The weight coefficients corresponding to
these velocities are w0=4/9, w1=w2=w3=w4=1/9, and w5
=w6=w7=w8=1/36. Similarly, for three-dimensional case
we can obtain the 15-velocity �D3Q15� and 19-velocity
�D3Q19� models �33�.

Once the abscissa of the Gauss-Hermite quadrature is
chosen, the integral of a function of �, say �, can be evalu-
ated as

� ���,T0�����d� = 
i=1

b

wi��ci� , �40�

where �ci � i=1,2 ,… ,b� is the abscissa and wi is the quadra-
ture weight. Therefore, if we define

f i�x,t� =
wif�x,ci,t�
��ci,T0�

, hi�x,t� =
wih�x,ci,t�
��ci,T0�

,

we can evaluate the integrals in Eq. �20� or Eq. �28� using
the quadrature and determine the fluid variables as

� = 
i

f i, �u = 
i

ci f i, �E = 
i

hi. �41�

The evolution equations for the reduced distribution func-
tions f i and hi can be easily derived from the kinetic equa-
tions �18� for f and h, which lead to the following discrete
velocity model;
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�t f i + ci · �f i = −
1

� f
�f i − f i

�eq�� + Fi, �42a�

�thi + ci · �hi = −
1

�h
�hi − hi

�eq�� +
Zi

�hf
�f i − f i

�eq�� + qi,

�42b�

where Zi=ci ·u−u2 /2, and

f i
�eq� = wi��1 +

ci · u

RT0
+

1

2
� ci · u

RT0
�2

−
u2

2RT0
� , �43a�

hi
�eq� = wip0� ci · u

RT0
+ � ci · u

RT0
�2

−
u2

RT0
+

1

2
� ci

2

RT0
− D��

+ Efi
�eq�, �43b�

Fi and qi are two terms related to the external force:

Fi = wi�� ci · a

RT0
+

�ci · a��ci · u�
�RT0�2 −

a · u

RT0
� , �44a�

qi = wi�E
ci · a

RT0
+ f ici · a . �44b�

Through the Chapman-Enskog analysis, the thermohydro-
dynamic equations corresponding to the DVM �42� can be
derived at the Navier-Stokes level as �see Appendix B�:

�t� + � · ��u� = 0, �45a�

�t��u� + � · ��uu� = − �p0 + � · � + �a , �45b�

�t��E� + � · ��p0 + �E�u� = � · �� � T� + � · �� · u� + �u · a ,

�45c�

where p0=�RT0, �=�S, �=� fp0, and �=cv�hp0.
Although Eqs. �45� look similar to those derived from the

original kinetic model, i.e., Eqs. �21�, the following differ-
ences between them should be noticed. First, the equation of
state and the transport coefficients in Eqs. �45� depend only
on the reference temperature T0, while those in Eqs. �21�
depend on the local temperature. In other words, the thermo-
hydrodynamic equations �21� are fully coupled, while in Eqs.
�45� the energy equation is decoupled from the momentum
equation since it can be solved independently once the first
two equations are solved. In this sense, the DVM �42� can be
termed a decoupled DVM. The second difference lies in the
viscous stress tensor �. In Eqs. �45� the trace of � is nonzero,
which means that the bulk viscosity is also nonzero and
equal to 2� /D. On the contrary, in �21� the viscous stress is
traceless and the bulk viscosity is zero. The final difference
appears in the thermal conductivity: in Eqs. �21� it is given
by �=cp�hp, but in Eqs. �45� it is given by �=cv�hp. There-
fore, for the DVM the two relaxation times are related to the
Prandtl number as Pr=�cp /�=�� f /�h, which is different
from the result of the continuous kinetic model.

IV. THERMAL LATTICE BOLTZMANN MODEL

A. Lattice Boltzmann equations

Base on the DVM presented in the above section, we can
construct a thermal LBE model for low Mach flows by dis-
cretizing the temporal and spatial derivatives following some
standard procedures. First, the time discretization for Eq.
�42a� can be made by integrating the equation along the char-
acteristic line, which leads to

f i�x + ci�t,t + �t� − f i�x,t�

= �
0

�t

�� f�x + cit�,t + t�� + Fi�x + cit�,t + t���dt�,

�46�

where �t is the time step and � f = �f i
�eq�− f i� /� f. As argued in

Ref. �9�, the integral on the right-hand side must be evalu-
ated with at least second-order accuracy. The trapezoidal rule
can serve this purpose and leads to the following time-
discrete scheme:

f i�x + ci�t,t + �t� − f i�x,t�

=
�t

2
�� f�x + ci�t,t + �t� + Fi�x + ci�t,t + �t��

+
�t

2
�� f�x,t� + Fi�x,t�� . �47�

As suggested by He et al. �9�, the implicitness of the above
scheme can be eliminated by introducing the following dis-
tribution function:

f̄ i = f i −
�t

2
�� f + Fi� , �48�

from which one can obtain

f i − f i
�eq� = �1 +

�t

2� f
�−1� f̄ i − f i

�eq� +
�t

2
Fi� �49�

and

f̄ i − f i = −
�t

2
�� f + Fi� . �50�

With the aids of Eqs. �49� and �50�, Eq. �47� can be rewritten
as

f̄ i�x + ci�t,t + �t� − f̄ i�x,t�

= − � f� f̄ i�x,t� − f i
eq�x,t�� + �t�1 −

� f

2
�Fi, �51�

where � f =2�t / �2� f +�t�. From Eq. �48�, it can be easily veri-
fied that the density and velocity of the fluid can be com-
puted from the new VDF as

� = 
i

f̄ i, �u = 
i

ci f̄ i +
�t

2
�a . �52�

It is noted that the treatment of the forcing term in Eq. �51� is
just the same as that proposed in �34�.
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The discrete kinetic equation �42b� can be discretized us-
ing a similar approach. Specifically, the use of characteristic
discretization and trapezoidal quadrature leads to the follow-
ing implicit scheme:

hi�x + ci�t,t + �t� − hi�x,t�

= �
0

�t

��h�x + cit�,t + t�� + Si�x + cit�,t + t���dt�,

�53�

where Si=Zi� f /�hf +qi. The implicitness can be eliminated
by introducing the following energy DF:

h̄i = hi −
�t

2
��h + Si� , �54�

from which one can obtain

hi − hi
�eq� = �1 +

�t

2�h
�−1�h̄i − hi

�eq� +
�t

2
Si� �55�

and

h̄i − hi = −
�t

2
��h + Si� . �56�

Therefore, the LBE for this energy DF is now

h̄i�x + ci�t,t + �t� − h̄i�x,t�

= �t��h + Si� = − �h�h̄i�x,t� − hi
eq�x,t�� + �t�1 −

�h

2
�Si

= − �h�h̄i�x,t� − hi
eq�x,t�� + �t�1 −

�h

2
�qi

+ �t�1 −
�h

2
� Zi

�hf
�f i − f i

�eq�� , �57�

where � f =2�t / �2� f +�t�.
The underlined term in the above equation can be further

rewritten in terms of the VDF f̄ i. In fact, by noticing that
� f =�t�� f

−1−0.5� and �h=�t��h
−1−0.5�, we can obtain that

1

�hf
�1 +

�t

2� f
�−1

=
�h − � f

�t�1 − �h/2�
. �58�

Therefore, after substituting the expression �49�, the under-
lined term becomes

��h − � f�Zi� f̄ i − f i
�eq� +

�t

2
Fi� . �59�

As a result, the final formulation of the time-discrete scheme
for the energy equation can be written as

h̄i�x + ci�t,t + �t� − h̄i�x,t�

= − �h�h̄i�x,t� − hi
eq�x,t�� + �t�1 −

�h

2
�qi

+ ��h − � f�Zi� f̄ i − f i
�eq� +

�t

2
Fi� , �60�

and the total energy can now be determined by

�E = 
i

h̄i +
�t

2
�u · a . �61�

After the time is discretized, we now arrive at another key
point for constructing the LBE, i.e., the discretization of the
space. In a standard LBE model, the spatial space is dis-
cretized into a regular lattice L with a spacing such that, for
a node x�L, the point x+ci�t is the nearest lattice point of x
along the direction ci. This means that, if a particle moving
with a discrete velocity is located on the lattice, it will jump
to the nearest neighbor on the lattice in the next step. For
instance, in the D2Q9 model the lattice spacing is chosen to
be �x=c�t with c=�3RT0. Therefore, the lattice is closely
dependent on the discrete velocity set, meaning that the spa-
tial discretization is coupled with the velocity discretization.

With the time integration and the space discretization, the
two discrete kinetic equations �51� and �60� become fully
discrete now, and they constitute our decoupling thermal
LBE model for low Mach number flows. The present LBE
model can also be easily extended to polyatomic gases by
simply changing the specific heat cv from DR /2 to �D
+K�R /2.

It can be easily shown that the thermohydrodynamic
equations derived from the LBE model are just those of the
DVM, i.e., �45�. Therefore, theoretically the present LBE
model is applicable only to Boussinesq flows where the
sound speed and the transport coefficients are independent of
temperature. It is also because of this fact that we call the
model a decoupling one. However, from the computational
point of view, the restriction on the transport coefficients can
be released to some extent. That is, if we know the relation
between these coefficients and the local temperature in ad-
vance, we can make � f and �h functions of temperature,

� f =
��T�

p0
and �h =

��T�
cvp0

.

With such modifications, the LBE model can also be applied
to flows with temperature-dependent transport coefficients.

It is also interesting to make a comparison between the
present LBE model and the HCD model �9�. First, it is noted
that both models share many similar features: the low Mach
number limit, the replacement of local temperature with a
reference one in the EDFs, and the decoupling between the
momentum and energy equations. On the other hand, the
differences between the two models are also apparent: the
HCD model uses the internal energy distribution, while the
present model employs the total energy distribution. As a
result of this different choice, the HCD model contains a
complicated differential term that needs special treatment,
while the present model is able to avoid such difficulty.

B. Some special cases

1. Flows with negligible compression work
and viscous dissipation

In many practical applications, compression work and vis-
cous heat can be neglected. The present LBE model can be
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easily applied to such problems by simply taking cp=cv
→� in the model. This can be seen more clearly if we re-
write the energy equation �45c� in nondimensional form as

�t���� + � · ��u�� = � · � �

Pr Re
� �� − �Ecp0 � · u

+
�Ec

Re
S:�u , �62�

where �= �T−T0� /�T, with T0 and �T being the characteris-
tic temperature and temperature variation. The parameters
Pr=cp� /�, Re=Lu0 /�, and Ec=u0

2 /cp�T are the Prandtl
number, Reynolds number, and Eckert number, respectively,
with L being the characteristic length and u0 the characteris-
tic velocity. �=cp /cv is the ratio of the specific heats, which
can be taken to be unity for incompressible fluids. As cp is
large enough, the Eckert number will become sufficient
small so that the compression work and the viscous heat
dissipation terms are negligible.

It is noted that, for the HCD model, the evolution equa-
tions should also be modified if compression work and vis-
cous heat are neglected �9�. However, despite the neglect of
the two factors, a complicated gradient term similar to that in
the original HCD model still exists in the modified HCD
model.

2. Flows with buoyancy force

In natural convection and mixed-convection flows, the
buoyancy force should be considered. As the temperature
difference �T is small in comparison with the average tem-
perature T0, the Boussinesq assumption can be invoked. That
is, the fluid properties are assumed to be independent of the
temperature, except that the density in the gravitational force
is assumed to be

� = �0�1 − �T − T0�� , �63�

where �0 is the fluid density at temperature T0 and  is the
thermal expansion coefficient. As such, the gravity force can
be expressed as

�g = �0g − �0g�T − T0� , �64�

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. After absorbing
the constant part �0g into the pressure, the effective external
force becomes

�a = − �0g�T − T0� .

However, it should be noted that, with this effective force,
the pressure field modeled by the LBE is actually the dy-
namic part, p�= p0−�0gy, with g being the magnitude of the
gravity and y the coordinate opposite to the gravity force.
With such a treatment, the work done by the pressure that
enters the energy equation contains only the dynamic part. In
other words, the momentum and energy equations corre-
sponding to the LBE are actually

�t���u� + � · ���uu� = − �p� + � · � + ��a , �65a�

�t���E� + � · ��p� + ��E�u� = � · �� � T� + � · �� · u�

+ ��u · a , �65b�

with p�=��RT0 the dynamic pressure and ����0 the corre-
sponding fluid density. As the compression work is negli-
gible, such a treatment can work well. On the other hand,
when the compression work plays an important role, the total
pressure should be used in the energy equation for the sake
of thermodynamic consistency �38�. In order to account for
this effect, we include the work done by the static pressure
into the term qi in the LBE �60�,

qi = �wi��ERT0 + f i�ci · a + �i��u · g . �66�

Accordingly, the total energy is calculated by

��E = 
i

h̄i +
�t

2
��u · �a + g� . �67�

One can show that with the modified qi the energy equation
corresponding to the LBE model is

��cv��tT + u · �T� = � · �� � T� − p� � · u + � · �u + ��u · g ,

�68�

which is similar to that in Ref. �38� in the incompressible
limit �i.e., ����0�.

C. Boundary conditions

In practical applications, the flow boundary conditions are
usually specified in terms of the fluid variables. In order to
transform thermohydrodynamic boundary conditions to the
boundary conditions for the distribution functions, we em-
ploy the nonequilibrium-extrapolation approach in this work
due to its simplicity, second-order accuracy, and good robust-
ness �35�. The approach was originally proposed to realize
plane boundaries for isothermal LBEs. Recently, this ap-
proach has been extended to curve boundaries �36� and to
TLBEs �11,37�.

The basic idea of the nonequilibrium extrapolation ap-
proach is to separate a DF at a boundary node into its equi-
librium and nonequilibrium parts, where the hydrodynamic
boundary conditions are enforced through the equilibrium,
and the nonequilibrium part is approximated by that of the
DF at the nearest neighbor node in the fluid region. Follow-

ing this approach, the density DF f̄ i at a boundary node xb
can be specified as

f̄ i�xb� = f i
�eq��xb,�b,ub� + � f̄ i�x f� − f i

�eq��x f�� , �69�

where x f is the nearest fluid neighborhood. For the velocity
boundary condition where the velocity ub is known, �b is just
a parameter, not necessarily equal to the density at xb. It has
been demonstrated that it is a good approximation to set �b
=��x f� �11,35,36�. Similarly, for thermal boundary condi-
tions where the temperature at the boundary is known, the
energy DF hi is approximated as

h̄i�xb� = hi
�eq��xb,�b,Eb� + �h̄i�x f� − hi

�eq��x f�� , �70�

where Eb=cvTb+ub
2 /2. It is noted that, if the heat flux q̇

=�T /�n is specified at the boundary, with n being the unit
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vector normal to the boundary, the energy DF can also be
approximated according to Eq. �70�, except that Tb is now
given by some numerical schemes of the heat flux.

V. NUMERICAL TESTS

A number of simulations, including the planar thermal
Poiseuille flow and the natural convection in a square cavity,
have been carried out to validate the present thermal LBE
model. In the simulations, the two-dimensional nine-speed
�D2Q9� model is employed.

A. Planar thermal Poiseuille flow

The thermal Poiseuille flow in a planar channel consid-
ered here is driven by a constant force a, and the temperature
of the bottom and top walls of the channel are kept at Th and
Tc, respectively. If the gravity is neglected, the velocity and
the temperature profiles can be described as

u�y� = 4u0y*�1 − y*� , �71a�

� = y* +
PrEc

3
�1 − �1 − 2y*�4� , �71b�

where y*=y /h �h being the channel height�, u0=�0ah2 /8�,
and �= �T−Tc� / �Th−Tc�.

The thermal Poiseuille flow is characterized by the Rey-
nolds number Re=�0hu0 /�, the Prandtl number Pr=�cp /�,
and the Eckert number Ec=u0

2 /cp�Th−Tc�. We carried out a
set of simulations for different values of Re, Pr, and Ec. The
specific heat ratio � is set to be unity since the flow can be
considered to be incompressible. In our simulations, a 64
�64 lattice is employed, and the nonequilibrium extrapola-
tion method is used to treat velocity and temperature bound-
ary conditions for the bottom and top walls �69� and �70�. In
the streamwise �x� direction, periodic boundary conditions
are applied to the inlet and outlet. In our simulations the
Reynolds number is taken to be Re=20 and the maximum
velocity u0 is set to be 1.0. The relaxation parameter � f is set
to be 0.8 so that the computational Mach number u0 /�3RT0
is about 0.08, which ensures the low Mach number require-

ment. Other parameters can be determined from the nondi-
mensional parameters.

The temperature profiles for Pr=0.71 as Ec varies from
0.1 to 100 are presented in Fig. 1, while the temperature
profiles for a fixed Eckert number �Ec=10� as Pr varies from
0.1 to 4 are shown in Fig. 2. It is clearly seen that the nu-
merical results are in excellent agreement with the analytical
solutions. The viscous heat effects are successfully captured
by the present thermal LBE model over a wide range of the
product of Pr and Ec.

It is known that a thermal LBE usually loses stability or
accuracy as � f and/or �h approach to 2.0 or when the tem-
perature variation is large. In order to demonstrate the range
of applicability of the present model, we test the model by
varying the two relaxations times � f and �h, and the tempera-
ture difference �Th−Tc� /Tc. In the simulations the driven
force is chosen such that the maximum velocity u0=0.1c,
with the 64�64 lattice. It is found that the LBE is still stable
and accurate in both velocity and temperature even when
both � f /�t and �h /�t are as small as 10−4 when �Th−Tc� /Tc

ranges from 0 to 1000. It is clear that applicability range and
numerical stability of the present LBE are similar to those of
the HCD model �9� and are much wider and better than those
of the multispeed LBE model �5�.

B. Natural convection in a square cavity

We now apply the thermal LBE model to the natural con-
vection flow in a two-dimensional square cavity. The two
sidewalls �left and right� of the cavity are maintained at two
different temperatures Tc and Th �Th�Tc�, respectively,
while the bottom and top walls are adiabatic. The convection
flow induced by the temperature difference is characterized
by the Prandtl number Pr and Rayleigh number Ra
=�0

2cpg�TH3 /��, where �0 is the reference density, �T
=Th−Tc is the temperature difference between the hot and
cool walls, and H is the height of the cavity.

We first simulated the natural convection problem with
negligible compression work and heat dissipation. This is
achieved by setting the Eckert number to be as small as
10−30. The Prandtl number is set to be 0.71, and the Rayleigh
number ranges from 103 to 106. In the computations a 128

FIG. 1. Temperature variation ��= �T−Tc� / �Th−Tc�� of the ther-
mal Poiseuille flow at Re=20 and Pr=0.71. �a�–�d� Ec=0.1, 20, 50,
and 100. Solid lines are the analytical solutions, and the symbols
are the numerical results.

FIG. 2. Temperature variation ��= �T−Tc� / �Th−Tc�� of the ther-
mal Poiseuille flow at Re=20 and Ec=10.0. �a�–�d� Pr=0.1, 1.0,
2.0, and 4.0. Solid lines are the analytical solutions, and the sym-
bols are the numerical results.
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�128 lattice is employed and the relaxation parameter wf is
chosen to be 1.6 for all cases. The nonequilibrium extrapo-
lation method is applied to specify the boundary conditions
for both the density DF f i and the energy DF hi at the four
solid walls.

Streamlines and isotherm lines predicted by the present
TLBE model are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It is seen that for
low Ra a central vortex appears as a typical feature of the
flow. The vortex tends to become elliptic as Ra increases,
and breaks up into two vortices at Ra=105. As Ra reaches
106, the two vortices move toward the walls and a third
vortex appears in the center of the cavity. The isotherm lines
indicate the change of the dominant heat transfer mechanism
with Rayleigh number. For small Ra, the heat is transferred
mainly by conduction between the hot and cold walls, and
the isotherms are almost vertical. As Ra increases, the domi-
nant heat transfer mechanism changes from conduction to
convection, and the isotherm lines become horizontal in the
center of the cavity, and are vertical only in the thin bound-
ary layers near the hot and cold walls. All of these observa-
tions are in good agreement with results reported in previous
studies �39,40�.

To quantify the results, we computed the Nusselt number
along the two sidewalls and the maximum velocities along
the horizontal and vertical lines through the cavity center.
The results are listed in Table I together with the data from
previous studies. As shown, the TLBE results agree well
with the available data. In fact, the difference between the
present LBE results and the reference ones are within 1.0%
for the cases considered.

We now examine the effects of compression work and
viscous dissipation on natural convection. The Prandtl num-
ber and the Rayleigh number are set to be 1.0 and 105, re-
spectively. The size of the computational mesh is 256�256
and the relaxation parameter wf is set to be 1.6. The tempera-
tures of the cool and hot sidewalls are kept at 300 and 310 K,
respectively. Two values of the Eckert number are used in
our simulations, i.e., Ec=10−30 and 10−5, where in the former
case the pressure work and viscous dissipation are neglected
while in the latter case the effects are included.

In Fig. 5, the streamlines and isothermal lines are pre-
sented for comparison. It is clearly seen that the flow and
heat transfer behaviors in the two cases are quite different.
As compression work and viscous dissipation are considered,
flow occurs only in the regions very close to the walls, and
the isotherms are very dense in the near-wall region, and
rather sparse in the interior region of the cavity.

The Nusselt numbers on the cool and hot walls in the two
cases are also measured. As listed in Table II, the heat trans-
fer is greatly enhanced if compression work and viscous dis-
sipation are considered, which is consistent with the larger
temperature gradients in the near-wall regions shown in Fig.
5. These results also agree well quantitatively with those
reported in Ref. �38� for the same case.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have developed a thermal lattice Boltz-
mann equation for low-speed flows based on a two-

TABLE I. Comparisons of the average Nusselt number and the
maximum velocity components across the cavity center. The data in
parentheses are the locations of the maxima.

Ra Nu umax �y� vmax �x�

103 Present 1.1195 3.643 �0.8047� 3.6919 �0.1719�
Ref. �11� 1.1168 3.6554 �0.8125� 3.6985 �0.1797�

104 Present 2.2545 16.1254 �0.8203� 19.5577 �0.1172�
Ref. �39� 2.2442 16.1802 �0.8265� 19.6295 �0.1193�

105 Present 4.5278 34.6033 �0.8516� 68.0820 �0.0703�
Ref. �39� 4.5216 34.7399 �0.8558� 68.6396 �0.0657�

106 Present 8.7746 64.9059 �0.8516� 218.900 �0.0391�
Ref. �39� 8.8251 64.8367 �0.8505� 220.461 �0.0390�

FIG. 3. Streamlines for Ra=103 �a�, 104 �b�, 105 �c�, and 106 �d�
of the natural convection flow in a cavity.

FIG. 4. Isotherm lines for Ra=103 �a�, 104 �b�, 105 �c�, and 106

�d� of the natural convection flow in a cavity.

FIG. 5. Streamlines �left� and isotherms �right� for Ra=105, Pr
=1. Top, without, and bottom, with consideration of the pressure
work and viscous dissipation.
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relaxation-time kinetic model. The proposed model is con-
structed in the DDF framework. The most distinctive feature
of the present model is that an additional distribution func-
tion is defined to represent the total energy, instead of repre-
senting either the internal energy or the temperature in pre-
vious studies. This choice not only enables the final TLBE
model to be simple but also makes the inclusion of compres-
sion work and viscous dissipation to be easier. The numerical
tests show that the results predicted by the TLBE model are
excellent agreement with the analytical solutions and nu-
merical results reported in previous studies.

It should be pointed out that in the present model the
energy equation is decoupled from the momentum equation
due to the replacement of the local temperature with the con-
stant reference temperature in the equilibrium distribution
functions. Such a decoupling causes the present TLBE model
to be limited to Boussinesq flows, in which the temperature
variation is small, such that the transport coefficients and the
sound speed become almost independent of temperature. The
extension of the present TLBE model to systems in which
the momentum and energy transport are coupled is under
way.
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APPENDIX A: CHAPMAN-ENSKOG ANALYSIS OF
THE KINETIC MODEL

By introducing the following Chapman-Enskog expan-
sions �24�:

�t = 
n=1

�

�n�tn
, � = ��1, a = �a1, �A1a�

f = 
n=0

�

�nf �n�, h = 
n=0

�

�nh�n�, �A1b�

where � is a small expansion parameter, we can rewrite the
kinetic equations �18� in the consecutive orders of the param-
eter � as

�0: f �0� = f �eq�, �A2a�

�1: Dt1
f �0� = −

f �1�

� f
, �A2b�

�2: �t2
f �0� + Dt1

f �1� = −
f �2�

� f
, �A2c�

and

�0: h�0� = h�eq�, �A3a�

�1: Dt1
h�0� = −

h�1�

�h
+

Zf �1�

�hf
+ f �0�� · a1, �A3b�

�2: �t2
h�0� + Dt1

h�1� = −
h�2�

�h
+

Zf �2�

�hf
+ f �1�� · a1,

�A3c�

where Dt1
=�t1

+� ·�1+a1 ·��. Equations �A2a� and �A3a� in-
dicate that

� f �n�d� = 0, � �f �n�d� = 0, � h�n�d� = 0 �A4�

for n�0, because

	 �

�u

�E

 =	 � f d�

� �f d�

� h d�

 =	 � f �eq�d�

� �f �eq�d�

� h�eq�d�

 . �A5�

Furthermore, after some standard algebra we can obtain the
following results:

���
�0� =� 
�
f �0�d� = p�� + �u�u, �A6a�

Q�
�0� =� 
�h�0�d� = �p + �E�u�, �A6b�

� 
�

�f �0�d� = p�u��� + u��� + u���� + �u�uu�,

�A6c�

� 
�
h�0�d� = p�RT + E��� + �2p + �E�u�u,

�A6d�

where � is the Kronecker delta with two indices.
From Eqs. �A2b� and �A3b�, we can obtain the thermohy-

drodynamic equations at the first order:

�t1
� + �1 · ��u� = 0, �A7a�

�t1
��u� + �1 · ��uu + pI� = �a1, �A7b�

TABLE II. The average Nusselt numbers at hot �Nuh� and cool
�Nuc� walls for Pr=1 and Ra=105.

Ec Nuh Nuc

10−30 Present 4.6128 4.6128

10−5 Present 13.1201 13.2447

Ref. �38� 13.200 13.198
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�t1
��E� + �1 · ��p + �E�u� = �u · a1, �A7c�

where p=�RT is the pressure. Similarly, the moments of Eqs.
�A2b� and �A3b� lead to the thermohydrodynamic equations
at the order of �2:

�t2
� = 0, �A8a�

�t2
��u� + �1 · ��1� = 0, �A8b�

�t2
��E� + �1 · Q�1� = 0, �A8c�

where ��1�=���f �1�d� and Q�1�=��h�1�d�.
Note that from Eq. �A7� we can obtain that

�t1
p + �1 · �pu� = −

2

D
p�1 · u , �A9a�

�t1
��uu� + �1 · ��uuu� = − �u � p�s + ��au�s, �A9b�

�t1
�pu� + �1 · �puu� = − RT�1p + pa1 −

2

D
�� · u�pu ,

�A9c�

�t1
��Eu� + �1 · ��p + �E��uu��

= �u�u · a1� + �Ea1 − E � p + pu · �u , �A9d�

where the symbol �·�s denotes the symmetric summation of
the bracketed second-order tensor, such as �A�s=A+AT �the
superscript T denotes the transpose of the tensor�. With the
aids of these results and Eqs. �A6c� and �A6d�, we can obtain
from Eqs. �A2b� and �A3b� that

−
1

� f
��1� = �t1

��0� + �1 ·� ���f �0�d� + a1 ·� ����f �0�d�

= �t1
pI + �t1

��uu� + ��1�pu��s + �1 · �pu�I

+ �1 · ��uuu� − ��a1u�s = p�S1 −
2

D
��1 · u�I�

�A10�

and

−
1

�h
Q�1� +

1

�hf
��1� · u + ��0� · a

= �t1
Q�0� + �1 ·� ��h�0�d� + a1 ·� ���h�0�d�

= �t1
�pu� + �t1

��Eu� + �1�p�RT + E��

+ �1 · �puu� + �1 · ��p + �E�uu� − �Ea1

= ��0� · a1 + p�R�1T −
2

D
u��1 · u� + u · �1u + �1E�

= ��0� · a1 +
D + 2

2
pR�1T + pu · �S1 −

2

D
��1 · u�I�

= ��0� · a1 +
D + 2

2
pR�1T −

1

� f
��1� · u ,

or

Q�1� = −
D + 2

2
�hpR�1T + ��1� · u , �A11�

where S1= ��1u�s.
Combining the first- and the second-order results �A7�

and �A8�, together with Eqs. �A10� and �A11�, we arrived at
the thermohydrodynamic equations at the Navier-Stokes or-
der,

�t� + � · ��u� = 0, �A12a�

�t��u� + � · ��uu� = − �p + � · � + �a , �A12b�

�t��E� + � · ��p + �E�u� = � · �� � T� + � · �� · u� + �u · a ,

�A12c�

where �=��S− �2/D��� ·u�I�, and

� = � fp and � =
�D + 2�R

2
�hp

are the viscosity and thermal conductivity, respectively.

APPENDIX B: THE HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
OF THE DISCRETE VELOCITY MODEL

The Chapman-Enskog analysis of the DVM �42� is simi-
lar to that presented in Appendix A. The main differences
lies in the terms relevant to the temperature. Specifically,
with the following Chapman-Enskog expansions,

�t = 
n=1

�

�n�tn
, � = ��1, a = �a1, �B1a�

f i = 
n=0

�

�nf i
�n�, hi = 

n=0

�

�nhi
�n�, �B1b�

we have

Fi = �Fi
�1�, qi = �qi

�1� + �2qi
�2� + ¯ ,

with

Fi
�1� = wi�� ci · a1

RT0
+

�ci · a1��ci · u�
�RT0�2 −

a1 · u

RT0
� ,

qi
�1� = wi�E�ci · a1�/RT0 + f i

�0�ci · a1,

qi
�k� = f i

�k−1�ci · a1 for k � 1.

Furthermore, it can be easily verified that


i

f i
�n� = 0, 

i

ci f i
�n� = 0, 

i

hi
�n� = 0 �B2�

for n�0, and
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��
�0� = 

i

ci�cif i
�0� = p0�� + �u�u, �B3a�

Q�
�0� = 

i

ci�hi
�0� = �p0 + �E�u�, �B3b�


i

ci�cici�f i
�0� = p0�u��� + u��� + ua��� , �B3c�


i

ci�cihi
�0� = p0�RT0 + E��� + �2p0 + �E�u�u,

�B3d�

where f i
�0�= f i

�eq� and hi
�0�=hi

�eq�. It is also noted that


i

Fi = 0, 
i

ciFi = �a, 
i

ciciFi = ��au�s, �B4a�


i

qi = �u · a, 
i

ciqi = ��EI + �� · a . �B4b�

where �=icici f i. Therefore, the first-order equations in the
expansion of the discrete kinetic equations �42�,

Dit1
f �0� = −

f i
�1�

� f
+ Fi

�1�, �B5a�

Dit1
h�0� = −

hi
�1�

�h
+

Zif i
�1�

�hf
+ qi

�1�, �B5b�

where Dit1
=�t1

+ci ·�1 can lead to the following first-order
thermohydrodynamic equations:

�t1
� + �1 · ��u� = 0, �B6a�

�t1
��u� + �1 · ��uu + p0I� = �a1, �B6b�

�t1
��E� + �1 · ��p0 + �E�u� = �u · a1. �B6c�

With these results, we can further obtain that ��1�

�icici f i
�1� and Q�1��icihi

�1� have the following expres-
sions:

−
1

� f
��1� = �t1

��0� + �1 · 
i

cicici f i
�0� − ��a1u�s

= �t1
p0I + �t1

��uu� + ��1�p0u��s

+ �1 · �p0u�I − ��a1u�s

= p0S1 �B7�

and

−
1

�h
Q�

�1� = �t1Q�
�0� + �1

i

ci�cihi
�0� −

1

�hf
��

�1�u − 
i

ci�qi
�1�

= �t1��p0 + �E�u�� + �1�p0�RT0 + E��� + �2p0 + �E�u�u� −
1

�hf
��

�1�u − ��p0 + �E�a� + ��u · a1�u��

= ��t1�p0u�� + �1�p0RT0��ta + p0u�u�� + ��t1��Eu�� + �1�p0E�� + �p0 + �E�u�u��

+
� f

�hf
p0S�

�1�u − ��p0 + �E�a� + ��u · a1�u��

= RT0��t1��u�� + �1�p0 + �1��u�u�� + u���t1��E� + �1��p0 + �E�u�� + �E��t1�u�� + u�1u��

+ p0u�1u� + �1��p0E� +
� f

�hf
p0S�

�1�uta − ��p0 + �E�a� + ��u · a1�u��

= p0a� + ��u · a1�u� + E��a� − �1�p0� + p0u�1u� + p0�1�E + E�1�p0 +
� f

�hf
p0S�

�1�u − ��p0 + �E�a� + ��u · a1�u��

= p0�u�1u� + �1�E� +
� f

uhf
S�

�1�u = p0cv�1�T + p0S�
�1�u +

� f

�hf
p0S�

�1�u = p0cv�1�T +
� f

�h
p0S�

�1�u, �B8�

where we have neglected the terms of order �Ma�3 in the
above deductions. Therefore, from the second-order equa-
tions of the DVM,

�t2
f i

�0� + Dit1
f i

�1� = −
f i

�2�

� f
, �B9a�

�t2
hi

�0� + Dit1
hi

�1� = −
hi

�2�

�h
+

Zif i
�2�

�hf
+ qi

�2�, �B9b�

we can easily obtain the thermohydrodynamic equations at
the second order of �2:
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�t2
� = 0, �B10a�

�t2
��u� + �1 · ��1� = 0, �B10b�

�t2
��E� + �1 · Q�1� = 0. �B10c�

Finally, based on the results at the orders of � and �2, we
obtain the following thermohydrodynamic equations at the
Navier-Stokes level:

�t� + � · ��u� = 0, �B11a�

�t��u� + � · ��uu� = − �p0 + � · � + �a , �B11b�

�t��E� + � · ��p0 + �E�u� = � · �� � T� + � · �� · u� + �u · a ,

�B11c�

where �=�S with �=� fp0, and �=cv�hp0 with cv=DR /2.
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